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Abstract
Space technology supplies humanity many benefits since the launching of the first artificial
satellites in the ‘50’s, even though they are not always perceived by most population. Focusing on
health issues, there are two big areas of contact between Health and Space Technology.
The first one is called Telemedicine, which tries to find profit through the transmission and
monitoring of remote parameters for the attention of patients, the second is known as Landscape
Epidemiology or Spatial Epidemiology, where the artificial satellites’ capacity for earth observation
is used to monitor the environment and its influence on the population dynamics of disease vectors
or reservoirs. Based on the use of satellite information, a whole area of knowledge appears
(geomatics) which can be applied to human and animal health.
In the presentations (that could be tuned at different levels and times) we propose including basic
concepts of this novel discipline, and a historic review about top works and groups. We also plan to
include some useful concepts on remote sensing data (Landsat, Spot, Modis, SAR) and some
methodologies together with associated modeling approaches. Finally, the idea of integrated
operative systems for early warning, surveillance and control based on user’s requirements and
geomatic tools will be discussed.
In order to generate operative systems useful for the community, similar concepts are used in
different kinds of threat like Floods, fires etc, building risk mapping and disaster response.
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